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Performance Analysis on Co-existence of COW-
QKD and Classical DWDM Channels Transmission 

in UK National Quantum Networks 
 

Xiao Duan, Joseph Pearse, Adrian Wonfor, Catherine White, Arash Bahrami, Andrew Straw, Tim Edwards, Richard 

Penty, Andrew Lord, Rupesh Kumar, Tim Spiller 

Abstract—To analyse and evaluate the physical layer 

performance of a UK national quantum network (UKQNtel) 

utilising COW-QKD, in O band, integrated with 500 Gb/s 

encrypted data, in C band, over 121 km between BT Labs and the 

University of Cambridge, a theoretical model encompassing 

COW-QKD and Raman scattering noise is developed and fitted 

with real-world experimental data. Different physical mechanisms 

underpinning the link performance are identified and discussed. 

The model developed in this work also provides a preliminary 

technical guidance for future UKQNtel upgrade and expansion, as 

well as potentially useful insights for quantum-secured networks 

design prior to practical deployment. 

 
Index Terms—Quantum cryptography, quantum key 

distribution, network security, optical networks.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

UANTUM key distribution (QKD) [1-3], based on the 

laws of quantum physics, is a promising cryptographic 

technique that can provide information theoretic long-

term security for data communication links. QKD is 

perceived to be resilient to attacks from quantum computers as 

its security does not depend on computational assumptions. 

 
 

To facilitate commercial utilisation of QKD, it is imperative 

that QKD can be seamlessly integrated into existing 

telecommunication network infrastructures [4-7]. From a cost- 

effectiveness perspective, QKD and classical data needs to be 

transmitted over the same fibre. A number of field-trials have 

been previously conducted based on discrete variable (DV) 

QKD [8-16]. Recently, a new QKD protocol which belongs to 

the class of distributed phase reference (DPR) QKD, named 

coherent one way (COW) [17, 18], has been proposed. The 

main advantage of COW protocol is its simplicity and easy 

implementation using standard telecom components. Several 

laboratory-based experiments and field tests relevant to COW 

QKD have also been performed [19, 20].   

Recently, a QKD link between BT Labs in Adastral Park 

and University of Cambridge over 121km installed fibre and 

intermediate exchanges, named UKQNtel, has been launched 

[21]. The link is the world-first field trial of a COW QKD 

system integrated with commercial-grade encrypted classical 

DWDM transmission system coexisting on the same fibre. It is 

also connected to the Cambridge quantum network [22] and 

they are both part of the UK quantum network (UKQN). More 

recently, 5G network slicing provisioned by software-defined 

networking (SDN) orchestration is also demonstrated on 

UKQNtel [23]. In this paper, based on our previous studies in 

[21], we focus on the performance analysis of the physical layer 

of UKQNtel by using a theoretical model which is developed 

and fitted with the experimentally measured link performance. 

Q 

 

Fig. 1.  UKQNtel link diagram (after [21]). 
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II. UKQNTEL DESCRIPTION 

In UKQNtel, there are 5 nodes with 3 intermediate trusted 

nodes, as seen in Fig. 1. Two end nodes are linked via three 

intermediate trusted nodes, spanning total 121 km.  

Intermediate nodes are equipped with QKD Alice and Bob for 

two consecutive links respectively while end nodes use either 

of the QKD system. The classical data transmission is bi-

directional with each direction’s transmission on a separate 

fibre, whilst the QKD signal flow is in one direction from 

Adastral Park to Cambridge, co-propagating with the classical 

data on one fibre. Optical supervisory channel is used for 

remote software update and network management information. 

Discussion channel contains reconciliation information and 

timing signals for QKD system. Ethernet channel is used for 

passing end-to-end keys (k) along the whole link. These keys 

are one-time-pad (OTP) encrypted by local quantum keys (k1, 

k2, k3, k4) shared in each span respectively. All the above-

mentioned channels are multiplexed and transmitted on a single 

fibre in each span. The detailed channel assignment is in table 

1.  

The optical components in each end and intermediate nodes 

are illustrated in Fig. 2. The AWG (arrayed waveguide) and 

CSM (channel splitter multiplexer) are used to 

multiplex/demultiplex different optical channels. The VOA 

(variable optical attenuator) and the EDFA (erbium doped fibre 

amplifiers) are employed to control the classical optical power 

levels. To mitigate the filter leakage from ADVA 1310 CSM, 

an additional OBPF (optical band-pass filter) is applied after 

ADVA 1310 CSM to further filter out Raman noise into Bob 

for quantum detection and make the system works. 

A commercial COW-QKD system developed by ID 

Quantique [24], Clavis 3, is used as the quantum channel in 

UKQNtel. The operating principle of COW-QKD protocol is 

described in the next section. Placing the quantum channel at 

1310 nm in O-band can lower the noise (primarily anti-Stokes 

Raman scattering noise) from co-propagating classical channels 

in the C-band. Fibre loss in O-band (0.35 dB/km) is larger than 

that in C-band (0.2 dB/km), therefore there is a trade-off 

between choosing O-band and C-band. Furthermore, there are 

several determining factors in the choice of OBPF bandwidth: 

1) increasing OBPF bandwidth leads to larger Raman noise and 

thus decreasing the secure key rate (SKR); 2) decreasing OBPF 

bandwidth possibly leads to increased optical loss in the filter 

thus decreasing SKR; 3) importantly the emission wavelength 

of the 1310 nm laser is not defined as precisely as the ITU 

channels in the C band. A very narrow 1310 nm filter might be 

misaligned with the QKD wavelength. However, for this 

system, the Raman scattering is the most significant factor, 

hence, O-band is selected for the quantum channel in this work. 

The classical data transmission employs 5 pairs of ADVA 

100G AES line cards operating DP-QPSK (Dual-polarization 

quadrature phase shift keying)-modulated signal on the ITU 

DWDM grid in the FSP 3000 optical transport platform [25]. 

III. UKQNTEL PHYSICAL LAYER MODEL 

In order to analyse the physical layer performance of 

UKQNtel, we first create a theoretical model of the COW 

protocol, then develop a Raman scattering noise model to 

   

Fig. 2. Optical components in the nodes (after [21]). (a) start node, (b) intermediate nodes, (c) end node. Please see text for details. 

TABLE I 

SYSTEM PARAMETERS 

Channel Wavelength (nm) 

5×100G data 1558.17, 1558.98, 

1559.79, 1560.61, 

1561.42 

Optical supervisory (OSC) 1510 

Discussion 1530 

Key management 

(Ethernet) 

1531 

Quantum 1310 

TABLE II 

MEASURED AND REFERENCE (FIXED) PARAMETERS 

Parameter Value 𝑁𝑑                   2   𝜇 0.5    𝑡𝐵           0.9   [17]   𝜂 0.1   𝛼 0.35      𝑐𝐴𝑃  0.008          𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑑  50 μs       𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑝 1.25 GHz  𝑓          0.1  [17]    ∆𝑓 700 GHz   ∆𝑡 0.8 ns   𝐿𝑠 5.5 dB 𝑉 (Ipswich-Bury) 𝑉 (Bury-Newmarket) 

0.95 

0.8 
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simulate the interference from classical channels to the 

quantum channel.  

Raman scattering is one of the major nonlinear effects in 

optical fibres. It is generated by photons changing their 

wavelength as a result of photon-phonon interaction. Raman 

scattering occurs at wavelengths below (anti-Stokes) and above 

(Stokes) the initial pump wavelength. Thus, it can be 

characterised by the wavelength-dependent effective Raman 

scattering cross-section.  

In UKQNtel, the quantum channel is placed below the 

wavelength of classical channels, therefore the Spontaneous 

Anti-Stokes Raman Scattering (SASRS) generated by classical 

channel is the dominant noise to the quantum channel. Note that 

other noise sources including Amplified Spontaneous 

Emissions (ASE) of the EDFA, leakage of photons from 

classical channels due to the finite isolation of the de-

multiplexer and Four-Wave Mixing (FWM) are all neglected 

with respect to SASRS in this work. Details of COW-QKD and 

SASRS noise models are presented in the following sections. 

A. COW-QKD system model 

As Fig. 3 shows, in COW-QKD, logical bits are encoded in 

time. The transmitter, Alice, contains a laser which emits a CW 

beam. The beam is subsequently modulated and then attenuated 

producing either an empty pulse or a pulse with a mean photon 

number, μ (0<μ<1). The logical bit is encoded in two 

consecutive pulses, namely, 0-μ for 0 and μ-0 for 1. In addition, 

decoy sequences (μ-μ) are produced to eliminate PNS (photon 

number splitting) attacks. These pulses travel from the 

transmitter over the quantum channel. In the receiver, Bob, 

there are two detection schemes after the pulses pass through a 

beamsplitter: one for key generation and the other for a security 

check. The beamsplitter provides passive but random path 

selection, so that some of the pulses reach the detector Dbit 

where they generate the raw key by using the time-of-arrival 

measurement, whilst other pulses go through the monitoring 

interferometer and reach detector Dmon for monitoring 

eavesdropping. Such monitoring works as follows: There is a 

definite phase between any successive non-empty pulses 

because of the coherence of a laser. These successive non-

empty pulses occur in any 0-1 bit sequence (0-μ-μ-0 pulse 

sequence) and also in any decoy sequence, i.e. (μ-μ, μ-μ-μ-0 and 

0-μ-μ-μ pulse sequences). It should be noted that a detailed 

security analysis for various attacks is beyond the scope of this 

paper, but can be found in [26-29]. 

To estimate the quantum bit error rate (QBER) and secure 

key rate (SKR) of the COW QKD system, we need to calculate 

the raw detection rate, which can be determined from the 

detectors’ clicks due to quantum signals, detector dark counts, 

after-pulses and clicks due to noise photons (mainly Raman 

noise from the classical channel in this case). The raw key rate 

can be written as [30]:  

  𝑅𝑟𝑎𝑤  = (𝑝𝜇 + 𝑁𝑑𝑝𝑑𝑐 + 𝑝𝐴𝑃 + 𝑝𝑟𝑎𝑚)𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑝𝜂𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑑 (1) 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑝 is the pulse repetition frequency of the QKD system, 𝑁𝑑 is 

the number of quantum detectors in Bob, and 𝑝𝑥  denotes 

different detection probabilities per pulse duration time (as the 

system is in free-running mode): 𝑝𝜇 quantum signal, 𝑝𝑑𝑐  dark 

count,  𝑝𝐴𝑃 after-pulse, 𝑝𝑟𝑎𝑚 Raman noise photon. 𝜂𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑑  is the 

detector dead time coefficient. 

The quantum signal detection probability is: 

  𝑝𝜇  = 𝜇𝑇𝑡𝐵𝜂 (2) 𝜇  is the average photon number per pulse, 𝑡𝐵  is the beam-

splitter transmission coefficient in Bob, 𝜂  is the quantum 

detector efficiency, 𝑇 is the fibre transmission given by: 

  𝑇  = 10−𝛼𝐿+𝐿𝑠10  (3) 

with 𝛼 the fibre attenuation coefficient, 𝐿 the fibre length and 𝐿𝑠 the extra loss between Alice and Bob. 

The after-pulse detection probability is approximated by: 

  𝑝𝐴𝑃  = 𝑐𝐴𝑃(𝑝𝜇 + 𝑁𝑑𝑝𝑑𝑐 + 𝑝𝑟𝑎𝑚)  (4) 𝑐𝐴𝑃 is the fractional coefficient of after-pulse probability to the 

total detection probability. 

The quantum detector dead time coefficient is defined as: 

  𝜂𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑑   = 11+𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑝(𝑝𝜇+𝑁𝑑𝑝𝑑𝑐+𝑝𝐴𝑃+𝑝𝑟𝑎𝑚)  (5) 

with 𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑑  being the dead time of the quantum detector after 

each detection. 

A certain fraction of 𝑅𝑟𝑎𝑤  is discarded after sifting so the 

sifted key rate is: 

  𝑅𝑠𝑖𝑓𝑡  = 12 (𝑝𝜇 + 𝑁𝑑𝑝𝑑𝑐 + 𝑝𝐴𝑃 + 𝑝𝑟𝑎𝑚)𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑝𝜂𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑑(1 − 𝑓) (6) 𝑓 is the probability that Alice sends the decoy sequence. 

The SKR after error correction and privacy amplification is: 

  𝑅𝑠𝑒𝑐  = 𝑅𝑠𝑖𝑓𝑡(𝐼𝐴𝐵 − 𝐼𝐴𝐸) (7) 𝐼𝐴𝐵  and 𝐼𝐴𝐸  are the mutual information per bit between Alice 

and Bob, and between Alice and a potential eavesdropper, 

respectively. 𝐼𝐴𝐵  is given by [30]: 

  𝐼𝐴𝐵  = 1 − 𝜂𝑒𝑐𝐻(𝑄𝐵𝐸𝑅) (8) 

with 𝐻(𝑝)  the Shannon entropy function for a given 𝑄𝐵𝐸𝑅 

related to the minimum fraction of bits lost due to error 

correction defined as: 

  𝐻(𝑝)  = −𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑔2𝑝 − (1 − 𝑝)𝑙𝑜𝑔2(1 − 𝑝) (9) 

and 𝜂𝑒𝑐  denotes the error correction [31] efficiency.  𝐼𝐴𝐸  is 

estimated after [17, 24]: 

  𝐼𝐴𝐸   = 𝜇(1 − 𝑇) + (1 − 𝑉) 1+𝑒−𝜇𝑇2𝑒−𝜇𝑇  (10) 

TABLE III 

FITTED PARAMETERS 

Parameter Value 𝑝𝑑𝑐  (Ipswich-Bury)               8.5×10-6 𝑝𝑑𝑐  (Bury-Newmarket) 3.2×10-5  𝛽       1.2×10-11 km-1nm-1     𝜂𝑒𝑐  1.68 
 

Fig. 3. COW-QKD system diagram (after [24]). CW: continuous 

wave. 0-pulse: empty pulse. μ-pulse: a pulse with mean photon 

number μ. Dbit: data-line detector for raw key generation. Dmon: 

monitor-line detector for eavesdropping check. 
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    The first term corresponds to PNS attacks and second to 

intercept-resend attacks. 𝑉  is the monitoring interferometer’s 
visibility. 

Finally, the QBER is defined as the ratio between the number 

of error detections and total detections in the sifted key: 

 𝑄𝐵𝐸𝑅  = 12 𝑝𝑑𝑐+𝑝𝐴𝑃+𝑝𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑝𝜇+𝑁𝑑𝑝𝑑𝑐+𝑝𝐴𝑃+𝑝𝑟𝑎𝑚 (11) 

B. SASRS noise model 

    The SASRS noise power within a bandwidth of ∆λ is [32]: 

 𝑃𝑆𝐴𝑆𝑅𝑆  = 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑒−𝛼𝐿𝛽𝐿∆𝜆 (12)  

in which 𝑃𝑖𝑛  is the total launch optical power of the classical 

channel (data, supervisory, Ethernet, discussion), 𝛼 is the fibre 

attenuation coefficient, 𝛽  is the effective Raman scattering 

cross-section coefficient, 𝐿 is the fibre length. 

Given that the total mode number in a bandwidth of ∆𝜆 and 

a time window of ∆𝑡 is: 

 𝑁𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒   = |∆𝑓∆𝑡| = 𝑐𝜆2 ∆𝜆 (13)  

The SASRS photon number per spatiotemporal mode is: 

 𝑁𝑆𝐴𝑆𝑅𝑆  = 𝑃𝑆𝐴𝑆𝑅𝑆ℎ𝑓𝑁𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝜂𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝 = 𝜆3ℎ𝑐2 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑒−𝛼𝐿𝛽𝐿𝜂𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 (14) 𝜂𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝  includes the insertion loss of the 1310nm add/drop 

optical filter, low-bandwidth filter before Bob and various 

connection loss. 

Therefore 𝑝𝑟𝑎𝑚 in equation 1 can be calculated as: 

  𝑝𝑟𝑎𝑚  = 𝑁𝑆𝐴𝑆𝑅𝑆∆𝑓∆𝑡𝜂 (15) ∆𝑓 is the bandwidth of the optical filter inserted before Bob as 

this filter is adopted to reduce the Raman noise. 

As an example, Fig. 4 shows the number of SASRS photons 

per ns time window versus fibre length under different optical 

launch powers Pin. The maximum Raman noise photon number 

occurs at approximately 21km fibre length. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Simulated SASRS photon numbers per ns against fibre length 

under different launch optical power 

IV. UKQNTEL LINK PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

For simplicity but without loss of generality, performance 

analysis is focused on the two spans of the UKQNtel link 

between Ipswich and Newmarket. All the simulation 

parameters in section 3 are listed in table 2 and table 3. Table 2 

lists the referenced and experimentally measured parameter 

values whilst table 3 lists the fitted ones. 

    Fig. 5 shows the QBERs of the above two spans against 

different classical channel powers in C-band indicated in 

Table 1. The fitting of simulation result with experimental 

measurement from [21] is performed at a given classical optical 

power level (-8 dBm and -7 dBm in this case). We adjust dark 

count probability 𝑝𝑑𝑐 until the measured QBER value is fitted. 

Then we fit the slope of the simulated QBER curve by tuning 

the Raman coefficient β. 

 These two fitted parameter values are listed in Table 3. It is 

encouraging to see from Fig. 5 that there is a good agreement 

between the results generated by the model and measured in the 

link, which supports the validity of the model. It is also clear to 

see that the QBER of the Bury-Newmarket span is much lower 

than that of the Ipswich-Bury span. This corresponds to the fact 

that the fibre transmission length of Bury-Newmarket span is 

only about half of Ipswich-Bury span, resulting in lower fibre 

loss. The QBER trend is similar between two spans as they both 

use G.652 single mode fibre (SMF) with the same Raman 

coefficient. 

 
Fig. 5. Measured and simulated QBER against classical optical 

power in Ipswich-Bury and Bury-Newmarket spans. Exp: 

experiment. Sim: simulation 

 

 
Fig. 6. Measured and simulated SKR against classical optical power 

in Ipswich-Bury span. Exp: experiment. Sim: simulation 

 

Fig. 6 presents the SKR with different classical powers in the 

Ipswich-Bury span. Using the dark count probability 𝑝𝑑𝑐 and 

Raman coefficient β that we have already fitted for this link, 

here the fitting of the SKR is achieved by modifying the 
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efficiency of error correction 𝜂𝑒𝑐  in equation 8. At high 

concurrent classical power, where Raman noise is significant, 

the fitted ideal curve for SKR reproduces the observed SKR 

well; we can see from Fig. 6 that when the classical power 

varies from -4 dBm to 1 dBm, the simulated and measured 

results are consistent. However, when the classical power is 

lower than -4dBm, the experimentally measured SKR values 

are lower than expected and the simulated curve cannot be well 

fitted to them. This behaviour suggests that when the signal to 

noise ratio (SNR) of the quantum signal is high, the 

implementation of post processing (error correction and privacy 

amplification) in the practical QKD system is likely to be the 

major factor limiting SKR. The above discussions imply that 

SKR could be increased by enhancing error correction and 

privacy amplification algorithms. 

Moreover, Fig. 6 also shows SKRs with different OBPF’s 
bandwidth but similar insertion loss values. It can be seen that, 

when using OBPF of narrower bandwidth the SKR will be 

improved especially in the high classical power region. This 

evidently suggests that a more optimised OBPF is another key 

to achieve better physical layer performance in UKQNtel. The 

OBPF (which may in practice comprise two or more OBPFs in 

series) usually provides a choice of passband width, stopband 

attenuation and insertion loss, often with a trade-off between 

these parameters, however these parameter values generally 

depend on the technology on which the filter is based, so it is 

not possible to establish a generalised mathematical model for 

this trade-off within the scope of the paper. However, high 

values of stopband attenuation, optimum passband width to 

match the quantum channel source, and low insertion loss, will 

significantly improve QKD performance when co-propagating 

classical channels. 

V. CONCLUSION  

In this paper, a theoretical model has been built and fitted to 

obtain insights into the physical layer performance of a UK 

national quantum network (UKQNtel) utilising COW-QKD 

integrated with 500Gb/s encrypted data over 121km between 

BT Labs and the University of Cambridge. Different physical 

factors underlying the link performance are calibrated and 

examined. The model is sufficient to explain the observed 

QBER. Future work could be useful to understand the 

dependence on the fitted Raman coefficient on the placement of 

the channels. 
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